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The impact of the COVID-19 pandemic is being felt by all, and here at the
National Park Authority we are striving to support local residents, visitors,
businesses and wildlife throughout this unprecedented challenge

Dear Residents,
I’m delighted to have
joined the National Park
Authority as its CEO. I
know how important the
connection needs to be
between the National
Park Authority and the
people who live and
work in the area. I look
forward to building on
the tireless commitment
of my predecessor, Andy
Wilson.

Writing this in the midst of
a pandemic, it’s hard to avoid
clichés. For some, lockdown
was a period of reflection.
For others, isolation had
a significant impact on
mental health. The lifting of
restrictions was a release for
many, bringing new visitors
to the National Park and
giving some relief to our
beleaguered tourism sector.
On the downside, I’m aware
of the problems caused for
some residents in terms of
parking, litter and worse. I
really appreciate everyone’s
forbearance during this time.
The North York Moors
has had some incredible
exposure over the last year.
From the opening credits
of the Yorkshire Vet, to the
BBC2 documentary A Wild
Year, more of the country
has been able to appreciate
the beauty, cultural heritage
and varied economy of the
National Park. But there
have been negatives. I was
saddened to hear reports
of birds of prey – buzzards
and a rare goshawk – found
dead this summer. Raptor
persecution is a crime and we
will continue to work closely
with the police to address
this issue.
Looking forwards, 2021
marks the start of a major
change in how our farming
sector is supported, and
I look forward to working
closely with our farmers and
landowners to see how we
can make the most of the
new Environmental Land
Management Scheme for
mutual benefit.

In mid-March the Authority had to close the two
National Park Centres, toilets and car parks in
line with Government guidance. As a National
Park, we are one of Britain’s cherished breathing
spaces, a place where people commune with
nature, exercise, run businesses and have
adventures – it was therefore very difficult to
advise people to avoid all but essential travel
into and around the National Park once the
Government advised such steps were necessary.
However, following a large, sudden influx of
visitors in late-March, such a decision was vital
to prevent overcrowding at popular beauty spots
and help maintain social distancing.
Subsequently, the Authority significantly
increased all forms of communication with the
public to ensure accurate messaging regarding
access into and around the National Park. This
included an increase in signage along Public
Rights of Way, weekly press releases and ongoing
messaging via our social media channels. We also
created our own Government-style message
of “Stay apart. Act responsibly. Save lives.” for
which we were commended.

Challenges

Unfortunately, during the national lockdown we
did experience some challenges, most notably
surrounding negative visitor behaviour and
littering. To manage this, we increased staff
presence across the National Park and our
Ranger team also committed extra resources
to collect litter.
Michael Graham, Director of Park Services,
said: “Our team worked incredibly hard
throughout the national lockdown to monitor
visitor numbers, promote positive visitor
behaviour and help support local communities.”
“Our Young Rangers have been doing some
amazing work to increase awareness around
the impacts of littering, including helping to
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shape a national litter campaign developed
by the Department for Environment, Food and
Rural Affairs.”
Other actions taken included the rapid
introduction of virtual Committee Meetings,
including our Planning Committee, to ensure
the public was still able to access this service.
In fact, the National Park Authority’s Planning
Department remained 100% operational
throughout lockdown, preventing any backlog
of applications.
As restrictions eased, we also mapped
participating local Eat Out to Help Out businesses
on our website to encourage residents and
visitors to support the scheme.
In June, the National Park Authority
established a Rural Recovery Fund to assist
revival at a local level. The fund includes grants
for local contractors undertaking specific
conservation work; assistance for managing
and engaging with our new visitors; support
for the North York Moors Tourism Network;
increased opportunities for young people; and
various measures to facilitate social recovery.
Since the outbreak of COVID-19, the
significance of our National Parks has been
made obvious, as well as the enduring role the
National Park Authority plays. The very fact that
many were denied access to such spaces for a
period has made more people realise just how
vital nature is to our physical and mental health.
The Authority will continue to ensure that our
precious landscape is maintained and protected
for the benefit of all and will continue to support
all who venture to, and dwell within, the National
Park throughout this difficult period.

Northern

Tuesday 6 April
Tuesday 5 October
@northyorkmoors

Southern

Thursday 15 April
Thursday 7 October
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Tom Hind, an experienced and
respected figure from the rural sector,
has been appointed as the new Chief
Executive of the North York Moors
National Park Authority.
Tom’s appointment was made following
a rigorous recruitment process and was
approved by the full Authority, which is
overseen by a Board of twenty Members.
Jim Bailey, Chair of the National Park
Authority, said: “I’m really excited to have
appointed Tom as our new CEO. The panel
was impressed by his strategic talent and
energy, and his knowledge of business
and land-use issues will be valuable in the
changing times ahead.”
Tom’s career has spanned over 20
years working in food and farming.
He joins the National Park from the
Agricultural & Horticultural Development
Board where he’s been working as Chief
Strategy Officer.
The appointment of Tom marks the
retirement of one of the Authority’s
longest-serving staff, Andy Wilson. Andy
started in 2000 and saw the Authority
through challenges including foot-andmouth, austerity and the potash mine
application.
Andy said: “I wish Tom all the very
best working for this wonderful place. It’s
great to know there is such a talented and
experienced person taking over.”

Western

Tuesday 20 April
Tuesday 19 October

Coastal

Thursday 22 April
Monday 25 October
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Future of the
North York Moors

What will the National Park be like
in years to come? What issues need
tackling to conserve and enhance
this special place? How can we
make sure it supports future
generations? These are questions
the North York Moors National
Park Authority is committed to
addressing as part of its new
Management Plan.
Over the next two years the
Authority, in partnership with
local communities, businesses
and experts, will be working on a
long-term strategy to make sure
the National Park is cared for and
enjoyed by everyone.
This is a process undertaken
every five years, setting out what
priorities and actions need to be
taken by the National Park Authority
and all others with a stake in the
future of the North York Moors.
Speaking about the new
Management Plan, Paul Fellows
(Head of Strategic Policy) said:
“We’ve just started to think about
this new version; and we don’t
want to think about the Plan as a
document, an end goal, or a ‘book
of ideas.’ It is a process, a forum
for informed conversation and
debate, leading to a collective view
about the National Park now, what
it should be like in the future and
how we are all going to get there.
We already know that this will not

The National Park Authority’s
Annual Report for 2019/20
is now available, including our
annual performance table, outlining
key achievements and providing
information on our expenditure
and performance. This year’s
report can be viewed here:
northyorkmoors.org.uk/
annualreport2020

be ‘business as usual’, there are
some serious new challenges it will
address. It will also need to reflect
a rapidly evolving national policy
agenda.”

Climate

At the top of such challenges is the
role the Authority will play in helping
avert the climate crisis, particularly
how it can contribute towards ‘net
zero’ emissions of greenhouse gas by
2050 at the latest. The Agriculture
Bill, once enacted, will also introduce
the proposed new Environmental
Land Management scheme, which
will result in substantial changes to
how farming is supported.
There’s also the National Park’s
role in helping improve physical
and mental health, and how we
can attract and manage over eight
million visitors each year.
To help set out a successful
Plan, the Authority will be working
with others and seeking advice
from a whole range of individuals,
businesses and organisations. We’ll
also be asking for local knowledge
and opinion, so please look out for
opportunities to feed in your views.
If you would like to learn more
about the Management Plan,
you can read the current version
here: northyorkmoors.org.uk/
management-plan

New Local
Plan in place
The National Park Authority has
recently completed and adopted
its new Local Plan.
The Plan sets out a strategy
for managing new development
in the National Park up to the year
2035 and contains the main list
of policies which the Authority
will use to make decisions on
planning applications in the future.
Its completion at the end of July
bought to a close four years’ of
work, consultation and debate, and
we would like to thank those who
contributed to its preparation.
The strategy behind the Plan
is in effect a balancing exercise.
The challenge has been that it
must include policies suitable for
a nationally protected landscape,
and the wildlife and cultural heritage
within it, whilst also making sure
there are plenty of opportunities
for people to come and enjoy what
the landscape has to offer, as well
as making sure the needs of those
living here are met.

Trailblazing
industrial heritage
brought to life by
four-year project
Over the last four years our £4-million Land of Iron
Landscape Partnership Scheme has taken great
strides to tell the story of the transformative period
of industrial growth and exploitation that once tore
through the North York Moors

It therefore aims to focus a
limited amount of new development
to Helmsley and around 61 villages
across the North York Moors. This
will include an average of around
29 new homes to be built per year
across the National Park to help
meet the need for affordable, local
housing. It also has a new suite
of policies aimed at specifically
protecting some of the aspects
of the National Park that people
tell us are particularly special – for
example tranquillity, remoteness
and dark night skies.
Restoration work on the Rail Trail

A copy is available to view at
northyorkmoors.org.uk/localplan
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“Farming and
supporting
nature can go
hand in hand”
Now that the project is coming to an end, what
installed at other locations to house tactile cast
better time is there to look back on some of its
metal models of old landscapes with intriguing
key achievements?
historical and natural content. The exciting
One hundred and fifty years ago, the valleys
interpretation features will delight locals and
and hills of the National Park were filled with
visitors alike for years to come as they explore
the Land of Iron.
fire, smoke and noise as a
short but intense period of
The new interpretation
ironstone mining and railway
“Work on the Rail
goes hand in hand with the
construction left a huge
range of site improvements
Trail bridges has
impact on the landscape and
made at Esk Valley Mine,
Warren Moor Mine, the
its communities that can still
been outstanding
be seen today.
Rosedale Railway and more.
thanks to the work
Thanks to the support
Tom added: “Work on the
of the National Lottery
Rail Trail bridges has been
of UK Restoration
Heritage Fund, the Land of
outstanding, thanks to the
Services. People
Iron Landscape Partnership
work of UK Restoration
Scheme has been able to
Services. People also love
are also loving the
the improved path and
bring to life this fascinating
improved path and
accessibility at Rosedale
part of our collective history
Railway, which has been
to ensure it isn’t forgotten. It
accessibility at
has also enabled our team to
transformed.”
Rosedale Railway,
record, conserve and protect
In 2020 the team unveiled
some of the most iconic
five new promoted routes
which has been
industrial structures that
to make the most of these
transformed."
remain, as well as helping to
hidden sites, where new
nurture the wildlife that has
access has been granted
reclaimed these spaces.
and improvements made in understanding
the history of the sites. You can find these
Focusing on the industrial ironstone heritage
here: northyorkmoors.org.uk/looking-after/
dating from the 19th and early 20th centuries, the
team has been running a huge variety of volunteer
landofiron/explore.
The Moors National Park Centre now boasts
activities, conservation works and landscape
a brand-new visitor experience which acts as a
improvement schemes. From training volunteers
how to excavate and record archaeological sites
focal point for the public to orient themselves
to carrying out wildlife surveys using the latest
within the Land of Iron landscape. The Centre,
technologies, the Land of Iron team has been
near Danby, has undergone a total refit which
kept busy!
started in early January 2019 and opened to the
public in July 2019. It provides a fascinating insight
Distinctive
into the history and habitats of the North York
Moors, offering an intriguing experience of the
Tom Mutton, Land of Iron Programme Manager,
said: “One of the project’s most lasting
dramatic story of Victorian ironstone extraction,
impressions is the unique way we’ve told the
the ingenuity of the moorland railways and the
story of the Land of Iron through a range of eyesometimes harsh realities of the people who
catching internal and external interpretation
shared in this short-lived ‘gold rush’ of the moors.
methods, such as distinctively designed
The project is due to end in March 2021 and,
information boards. We are immensely proud
as part of its completion, the team are looking
of this work and hope many more people can
for your feedback via
learn about this intriguing part of our history.”
an online survey. If you
Towards the end of 2019, the team oversaw
live within the National
the installation of the invigorating external
Park or have visited
the project area you
interpretation features at core Land of Iron sites,
including Ingleby Incline, Warren Moor Mine,
can complete the short
Blakey Ridge, Rosedale Abbey, Rosedale East
survey at surveymonkey.
kilns and along the Rail Trail. At some locations,
co.uk/r/LOIFE, or scan
the QR code pictured,
information boards were combined with specially
aging Cor-Ten silhouettes that rust to a deep
and remember there is
orange – reminiscent of the leeching ironstone
still plenty more of the
found so often in pools in the moors. Crafted
Land of Iron, just waiting
benches using railway-style sleepers were also
to be explored.

As Defra looks to assess the viability of a new land
management scheme, one that could support both
the environment and people’s livelihoods, let’s
hear from one of our National Park’s pioneering
young farmers who strongly believes farming and
supporting the environment can work alongside
each other.
Twenty-six-year-old Catherine Sanderson was
two when she first moved to Bonfield Ghyll with her
parents, a farm on the National Trust Bransdale estate.
After studying Agriculture at Newcastle University, her
grandparents then invited her to go into partnership
with them on their 60-acre farm near Scawton.
Catherine said: “When I got there, they had been
slowly winding down over a number of years and had
100 texel ewes left. Over the last five years, we’ve
doubled ewe numbers, including buying some draft
swale ewes to breed mules from, and we rent a small
amount of summer grazing for the gimmers.”
She is a “huge believer” that “farming and
supporting the environment can go hand in hand”,
which is a key part of Defra’s proposed new
Environmental Land Management (ELM) scheme,
whereby farmers and land managers would be paid for
delivering ‘public goods’ such as clean air and thriving
plants and wildlife.
Catherine added: “Our farm is unusual in that it
has an average field size of just six acres. This means
that there is lots of room for hedges and boundary
trees – fantastic shelter from sun and wind for the
sheep. It also means that we can rotationally graze
the sheep, preventing soil damage and giving the
plants time to recover.
“The farm is in a mid-tier stewardship scheme and
as part of this, we have a field corner which we fenced
off and took out of production completely. It grows
thick cocksfoot grass that is a great place for hares
to hide and breed and for barn owls to hunt. We also
planted a legume- and herb-rich lay with lots of red
clover in to provide food for pollinators.
“Going forward we are looking to introduce deeprooting and drought-tolerant plants such as plantain
and chicory to our grazing fields to try and make us
more resilient to drought, as the shallow, free-draining
soil gets dry very quickly.”
Catherine also coppices hedges to encourage new
and denser growth to benefit certain species.
When asked about her thoughts regarding Defra’s
ELM scheme, Catherine said she was “cautiously
optimistic”, but also that there was still a lot of
“uncertainty” about what this will look like.
Staff from the National Park Authority are currently
working alongside farmers and land managers like
Catherine to assess the viability of the proposed ELM
scheme and will be providing updates on this work
over the coming months.
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Shingle surveys in the River Rye

NEWS
IN
BRIEF
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Ryevitalising the North
York Moors and beyond
Our £3.4-million Ryevitalise Landscape
Partnership Scheme, supported by The National
Lottery Heritage Fund and other partners, is
unique – as well as covering the western side
of the National Park, it also stretches beyond
our boundaries and into the Howardian Hills
Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty.
Although this model is not new to the
Authority, it does highlight the importance
of partnership working and going beyond
our borders. ‘Ryevitalise’ has ambitious aims
to conserve, enhance and restore natural,
cultural and built heritage across the western
Rye catchment area whilst engaging with those

communities which lie within it. The river was
once the life blood for local communities, but
our connection to it has gradually been lost.
This, in turn, leads to problems such as poor
water quality, habitat degradation and the loss
of built and cultural heritage.
The team has now completed their first full
year of the project and have still achieved a
great deal despite COVID-19. Volunteering is
in full swing with the Citizen Science projects
well under way, carrying out vital survey work.
Landowners have also been carrying out habitat
improvements as part of their conservation
agreements with the project.

Since then, the team has successfully
appointed Teesside University to carry out the
first phase of the Rye Reflections project, which
will collect memories, archives and case studies
from people who have worked, lived and played
in the catchment area, particularly around rivers.
The team is keen to capture more memories
before they are lost, to inspire future generations
to protect such spaces. If you have any childhood
memories that you’d like to share or are
interested in any volunteering opportunities,
please contact the team on ryevitalise@
northyorkmoors.org.uk.

Major revamp for
National Park cafés

PARK LIFE CAFÉ

Back at the start of the year, we joined forces
with a rising entrepreneur to transform the two
National Park cafés into contemporary eateries
for visitors and local residents.
The newly named Park Life Cafés at Sutton
Bank National Park Centre and The Moors
National Park Centre were renovated back in
February and offer the perfect respite for any
trekker or hearty adventurer wishing to explore
the stunning North York Moors.
Locally inspired menus and other improvements,
such as a wood-burning stove at Sutton Bank,
make the cafés welcoming places to relax.

The company behind the redevelopment is
Deep Beat Entertainment Ltd, which was founded
in 2016 by Managing Director Louis Dixon.
Louis said: “We are so excited to be working
alongside the National Park Authority on these
two fantastic cafés. We are absolutely committed
to designing and running contemporary cafés
that are attractive, sustainable, and make a
genuine difference to the communities in which
our staff live and work. We have no doubt that
each one will become a destination hotspot.”
Both cafés are dog-friendly and are abiding
by the latest social distancing guidelines.

The North York Moors
National Park Trust has
been awarded £15,000 of
funding to host the Esk &
Coastal Streams Catchment
Partnership and help continue
the Partnerships’ excellent
work to improve and care for
the Esk and its tributaries. The
Trust is an independent charity
that relies on donations and
legacies to help fund its work.
A gift in your Will could help
protect our precious landscape
and the wildlife it supports.
To find out more, please visit
northyorkmoorstrust.uk or call
Tom Stephenson or Jill Allen
on 01439 772700.

TREES FOR FREE

Up to 100% grant funding
is available for woodland
creation projects in the North
York Moors National Park. This
grant is simple to access and
enables landowners to create
areas of deciduous woodland
and wood pasture.
For further information,
including eligibility criteria,
please visit northyorkmoors.
org.uk/woodland-creation
or contact Alasdair Fagan on
01439 772700.

CHRISTMAS 2020

From 14 November until 23
December, The Moors National
Park Centre in Danby will be
holding a unique Christmas
spectacular, bringing together
an array of local arts, crafts
and produce for all your
Christmas shopping needs.
Santa will make a virtual
appearance directly from his
workshop at the North Pole
(5/6 and 12/13 December,
10.30am to 3.30pm), and
both The Moors National Park
Centre and the Sutton Bank
National Park Centre will host
a magical Christmas adventure
trail through their grounds.
For more information, please
visit northyorkmoors.org.uk/
whatson

WHAT TO SPOT

WINTER MOTH
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The majority of Britain’s 2,500 moth species spend winter as
eggs, caterpillars or pupae. However, even in the depths of
winter on freezing dark nights, there is a small but hardy group
of moths that fly and reproduce. From October to January
keep an eye out for the weak-flying male winter moth
(Operophtera brumata), fluttering like a pale snowflake
in the wind before car headlights. The female is virtually
wingless, so climbs trees to attract males using
pheromones. Although not the most beautiful moth, it
plays an important role in the ecology of the oak (its
preferred food plant). The green caterpillars emerge
in synchrony with the oak’s budburst in spring, and
great tits and blue tits time their own breeding with
this, as so to provide plentiful food for their young.
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